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Ohninal Melane-Original 1 : [ From 
Sent: ~ Friday, June 30, 2006 5:33 PM 
To: [ I rnq^ 
Cc: 

Subject: 

sé&éET 

" T O W 

](CTD) (FBI) 
PM 

f ) 
JFBI); (CTD) (FBI) 

RE: Overcollection of Records RELATED TO ISSUED NSLs 

RECORE 

1 = 1 
One more necessary evil, but it could be of benefit, 

NSLB would like to get copies of the NSLs you've issued that resulted in the Provider sending 
more than what was requested. We would like to check the specific language to see if there is 
anything in the body that would cover the extra material they gave. If not as in the past "over 
collections," they will need to be reported as "potential lOBs" even if you've issued a new NSL 
for that info. 

I here have no way of know which 
ones resulted in the Provider errors. If you could attach all the related ones to a reply e-mail 
with some background explanation related to each we will review them. Let's hope that the 
boiler plate language covers you regardless of your specific listed time frames, bul lis a 
you know what. Any questions, let me know. Thanks, I I 

b7E 
( 3 ) 

Supervisory Special 
CTD/ITOS l/CONUS 

[Desk) 

Oripinal Mp^anp-Onaj 1 : [ ](OGA) From: 
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2006 9:00 AM 
To: KCTD) (FBI)j 
Cc: 
Subject: Overcollection of Reo 

s g ^ Ê i 
RECORD 

CTD) (FBI) 
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(S ^ ^ I just wanted to inform you about an overcollection of records, 
I |l am working on getting the situation corrected at this time. There 

were a couple of instances within the past few months and even though I 
didn't ask for these records I need to report it to the IOB. 

The first instane L = • 
provided 

reeordsl II did not rea|i7e 
that it was a big deal to use the "extra"records. I I 

I I NoNSLs 
were issued off the "extra" records. 

our CDC brought up the "overcollection" issue since it has been in the 
news. I Ii am not supposed to use these records I 

I 11 submitted another NSL to ask for ifîë 
records again. 

b 1 The problem I am running into now - is the records are not exactly the same 

b7D 1 . sincel „ 11 1 
I I will charge out 
bo I c 

c 
the EC and resubmit another without can be in 

3/vas not compliance with not "overcollecting." 
referenced in any other ECs associated with my case. However, it did pop 
up in ano theT ~ No references were made 
to my case based upon| any other case investigations. 

The second serial I wrote has to do withl 11 got the 
same results from the second NSL results,! r H 
are off by 8 hours - which probably has to do with hov\J | 

]_ captures it - whether it is GMT or PST. I asked San Francisco to check with 
I Ion the times - so I will know if the times reported in my original EC 

b 7 D are correct. If they are not, I can charge out that EC and fix the times. If you 
think I should charge it anyways, since I wasn't supposed to have those 
records at that time -1 can do that and resubmit another EC with the same 
information, but dated later. By the way, with the new NSL results there is 
also one morel that showed up|_ 

One of the phone companies gave me subscriber results I did not request, 
so that will be reported to the IOB. I wanted subscriber information for the 
phone number they provided, they just gave it to me for the wrong time 
period. 

Also - it appears that I got "extra" records 
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bl 
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I |l have been working withl land the 
n |tech guys to get this resolved. Our CDC thinks these records 

should be senueatered - an it is un tol In do this. I will let vou know 
when it is done.l I 

Igave me transactional 

] 

I will most likely report to the IOB tha£ 
records I did not request. At the time I got them our CDC thought it would be 
good enough fori Ito document thai Iwillinolv provided the 
records - and that was the end of it. I I 

] Now we are re-visiting this, I am going to double check 
with our CDC and make sure these records need to be sequestered. 

I am keeping my fingers crossed that there are no more after this.... If you 
have any questions, and I have thoroughly confused you let me know. I will 
provide you with a copy of the EC regarding the IOB violations when it is 
done. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject 

l ì ÌR^T 

(CTD) (FBI) 
Friday, June 30, 2006 3:43 PM 

r r v ^ ( Q G A L 33C) (Q£Z 
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j(OGC) ( F B l J -
Sff 

]oGC)(FBI); 

l-W: Uvercollection of Records 

bl 
b6 has advised that after the provider was served the court order: I |they 

/ i l h 7 T nadvertently provided lore-dated the court authorization period. 
J JJ Correct me if I'm wrong, but we will probably want to let the FISC know about the Provider error. 

JQ Ve should be able to issue an NSL to legally collect that data if necessary. 

b6 
b7C 
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( 

Supervisory Special Agent 
CTD/ITOS l/CONUS II 

|ager) 

IOGA) 
bri day, June Tj UtWfc 1̂)0 AM 

3 a m (FBI) 
[FBI) 

(CTD) (FBI) 

Uvercollection or Records 

bl 

bl 

I just wanted to inform you about an overcollection of records 
I am working on getting the situation corrected at this time. Appears that I got 
"extra" recordsl 

1 I have been working with 
jto get this resolved. Our CDC thinks these 

records should be sequestered - so it is up to| [to do this. I will let you know 
when it is done. 
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BÄTE; 06.̂ 08 .̂2007. 
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